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Top-seeded Hawks chasing history against the Wizards 

By Sekou Smith 

A good season for the Atlanta Hawks turned great in January, when they achieved perfection, going 

undefeated for the month and winning 19 straight games on their way to a franchise-record 60-win 

season. 

A great season turned special when the Hawks had four All-Stars represent the franchise in New York 

during All-Star Weekend in February, and even more special last month when Mike Budenholzer hoisted 

the Red Auerbach Trophy as the 2014-15 NBA Coach of the Year. 

If they want to go from special to epic, though, the hard work is upon the Eastern Conference No. 1 seed 

now as they move on from the first round of the playoffs and into the one realm they have never been 

able to conquer, not with Hall of Famer Dominique Wilkins leading the way or anyone else since. The 

Hawks have never crossed the threshold of the conference semifinals, they are 0-15 all time. 

For all of the success they've enjoyed this season, that hurdle remains. And standing in the way is a 

Washington Wizards team that swept the higher seed Toronto Raptors in their first-round series and is 

playing its best basketball of the season and rested headed into Sunday's Game 1 at Philips Arena. 

The Hawks, true to their methodical nature as a group under Budenholzer, are not focused on their 

place in franchise history or anything else beyond what's next on their season checklist. Defeating the 

Brooklyn Nets took a little longer than expected, they closed that chapter with a blowout Game 6 win 

Friday night in Brooklyn. They didn't enter the postseason with any specific expectations on a particular 

series. All they knew is that they had home court advantage all the way to the Eastern Conference finals, 

and there was no reason to waste such an opportunity when it rarely comes around. 

"We didn't really have any expectations," Hawks All-Star center Al Horford said. "I've said this before, 

the playoffs are a new season. Records go out the window. We're the perfect example last season." 

The No. 8 seed last year, while playing without Horford, the Hawks pushed No. 1 seed Indiana to seven 

games in the first round of the playoffs, ultimately coming up short in their upset bid. 

"You never underestimate any team," Horford said, knowing that path well, what with all of the times 

the Hawks have been underestimated in these same situations. 

That's great advice against a Washington team the Hawks handled three of the four times they faced 

them during the regular season. Budenholzer rested all five starters in the fourth matchup, a 108-99 

Wizards win April 12 that, as Horford mentioned, doesn't mean much in this "new season." 

"They are just an experienced team that knows how to play," Horford said of the Wizards. "They are 

going to come in ready. They've been rested. And they were very impressive against Toronto." 



 

 

 

The Wizards played with an edge, courtesy of veteran forward and longtime Hawks nemesis Paul Pierce, 

one of the elite competitors of his generation. 

Whatever edge was missing in the first three games against a Nets team that was clearly not close to 

their equal, returned in the final three games of that first round series. 

The Hawks finally got back to the fluid, pace and space offense and relentless defense that marked their 

mercurial regular season. The focus and attention to detail is back. After clinching the Eastern 

Conference a month early, the Hawks eased off the gas a bit, not wanting to take any unnecessary 

chances down the stretch run of the regular season. 

"When we're a good team, it usually starts with us being good defensively," Budenholzer said, "and that 

can fuel us and we can get out and play in transition and get open looks and play against a defense that 

is not set. We're looking forward to that more than anything else." 

Well, that and a chance to make a little franchise history by finally breaking through to the conference 

finals, and perhaps beyond. 

Five quick questions (and answers): 

1. Who has the edge in the All-Star point guard matchup between John Wall and Jeff 

Teague? Physically, Wall will always have the advantage, with his size, speed and athleticism. That is 

until you look at what Teague did against the Wizards the three times he faced them this season. He 

averaged 21.7 points, seven assists, 2.3 rebounds and just two turnovers. Wall averaged 21 points, 9.8 

assists, 5.3 rebounds and a whopping 6.8 turnovers in four games against the Hawks. This is more of a 

stalemate than anything, based on the previous matchups. It's also a statement-making platform for 

both guys, at least in terms of taking that next step in their respective evolutions as elite point guards. 

2. Can Paul Pierce get under the skin of the Hawks and their fans the way he did in the first round 

against Toronto and their fans? You can bet he'll try. But the Hawks don't play an emotional game, on 

or off the court. They've largely been immune to that sort of basketball chicanery, no doubt a byproduct 

of Mike Budenholzer's methodical approach to all things. The Hawks don't play get-him-back basketball, 

so they won't take the bait. The fans, of course, will be sure to parse every word that comes out of 

Pierce's mouth and shower him with the attention that comes with the gamesmanship that Pierce is 

sure to bring to this series. 

3. Which truly elite shooter, Kyle Korver or Bradley Beal, will have the greatest impact on this 

series? The Hawks defended Beal well in their four previous matchups (he shot just 35 percent from the 

floor and 26 percent from deep). But assuming that he'll struggle under the weight of the defensive 

pressure from the Hawks is probably a bit naive. If DeMarre Carroll draws that defensive assignment, 

though, Beal will have to work overtime to make his mark. Korver struggled mightily against the Wizards 

in three matchups (9.0 points, 37 percent shooting from the floor, 40 percent from beyond the 3-point 

line). But he's rocking (40 percent from distance) in these playoffs and poised to continue that roll 

against the Wizards. 



 

 

 

4. Does the quick, 39-hour turnaround from Game 6 against Brooklyn to Game 1 against Washington 

put the Hawks in a compromised position to start the series? No. They were going to play a game 

Sunday either way. They would have the same amount of recovery time no matter what. Teams know 

the schedule well in advance during the playoffs, so they can plan accordingly. And the Hawks knew 

heading into Game 6 against the Nets that they'd be dealing with a compressed schedule this weekend 

either way. Fatigue is a poor excuse this time of year anyway. The teams that can fight through that and 

continue to play at a high level are usually the ones that find themselves on the winning side. 

5. Can the Wizards' big men use their size to outplay the Hawks' wounded All-Star duo of Al Horford 

and Paul Millsap? The Hawks' supposed deficiencies in the frontcourt continue to dominate the 

conversation and yet Horford and Millsap, both battling injury issues right now, continue to perform at a 

higher level than the competition. Marcin Gortat and Nene certainly have the size advantage on their 

side but it hasn't translated into any sort of substantive advantage against Horford and Millsap. The Nets 

though they'd have a clear size advantage with Brook Lopez and in the end it just didn't materialize. 

When the Hawks have the ball ... 

Ball movement and pace are the name of the game for the Hawks. They thrive on it and when they are 

executing with precision, it's nearly impossible to lock down defensively on any one player. Jeff Teague 

is the key, and Dennis Schroder serves as the ideal understudy/game changer. When Teague sets the 

tone and is in attack mode, he creates opportunities for the Hawks to attack from anywhere on the 

floor. The 1-5 pick and roll with Teague and Al Horford they used to stress Brooklyn in the final three 

games of their first round series is a wrinkle that comes within the offense. 

And when the defense is busy trying to adjust to that wrinkle, they are a step slow chasing Kyle Korver, 

whose ability to find space on the perimeter for backbreaking 3-pointers is crucial to the offensive flow 

for the Hawks. They can play any style, but are at their very best in transition when the defense isn't set 

and cannot locate the Hawks' shooters. 

When the Wizards have the ball ... 

John Wall's speed and his ability to dictate tempo is the basis of the Wizards' offense. If he's in a groove, 

the Wizards can play inside out or beat you in transition. He also has an elite shooter at his disposal in 

Bradley Beal, whose range is unlimited. The Wizards' dribble-drive action is what allows them to create 

mismatches with opposing defenses forced to switch and try and matchup with the size and athleticism 

of a rotation with weapons -- Wall, Beal, Otto Porter Jr., Paul Pierce, Nene and Marcin Gortat -- that 

come in all shapes and sizes. 

When the Wizards have you guessing, and chasing the ball as it goes inside and then back out to the 

wings, is when they are at their strategic best. Keeping you off balance, with a steady diet of Wall 

attacking off the dribble and facilitating and creating, is the key to the Wizards thriving on offense. 

In the clutch 



 

 

 

Any questions about where the Hawks will go for baskets at crunch time were answered in the series 

against the Nets. They have finishers in Jeff Teague and Horford, who can play a two-game game if need 

be, while also using the threat of Korver on the catch and shoot and Paul Millsap off the dribble or in an 

isolation set. They don't believe in hero ball, at least not in the traditional sense of hero ball. But they 

can go through any of their five starters to get what they need with the game on the line. 

Seven words define the Wizards' strategy and greatest weapon at crunch time, and they usually come 

from the mouth of Paul Pierce. "This is why they got me here," he likes to shout after taking and make a 

shot to put a game away. No stranger to clutch moments over the course of his storied career, Pierce's 

history of being a finisher (he does own a Finals MVP trophy) serves the Wizards well. They know where 

to go when the game is on the line. 

Wild cards 

The Hawks' DeMarre Carroll has been a steadying force all season and especially so far in the playoffs. 

The Hawks don't need to run plays for him to be effective offensively and they get a defensive stopper 

at any of three different positions, depending on where they need him. His ability to do all things 

throughout the course of a game and series is what sets him apart. He can work from the perimeter and 

is a master of moving without the ball, making him an extremely difficult cover on offense. He's also the 

Hawks' emotional compass. 

Drew Gooden could be pressed into extensive service if Nene and Marcin Gortat don't the quickness to 

keep up with Al Horford and Paul Millsap on a consistent basis in this series. Gooden can play out 

beyond the 3-point line on both ends of the floor and has proved to be an effective offensive option 

within the framework of the Wizards' offense. He's fearless and physical, willing and able to take big 

shots in tight spots and an effective defender and rebounder at his position. The Wizards will need him 

at his best in this series. 

Prediction 

The Wizards are operating with complete freedom in this matchup. The Hawks are the ones with the 

weight of great expectations riding on this series. They are the ones who have to validate, yes validate, 

that 60-win regular season by advancing here. So if there is an advantage in the intangibles, it probably 

rests with the Wizards, who are technically the underdog in this series even if it doesn't play out that 

way to the naked eye. But you don't ride the wave all season the way the Hawks have and come up 

short now. They earned home court advantage and will cash in on it now, finding ways to exploit their 

matchup advantages consistently in a series between equally matched foes. Hawks in 7. 

   


